
English Language Curriculum Plan

Introduction

This plan was formulated during the school year 2014/2015 and reviewed in September 2021,
by the staff of Ballydesmond National School. The plan is devised in order to document
current practice and conform to the principles outlined in the new 2019 Primary Language
Curriculum. It has been written with reference to the planning frameworks drafted by the
Primary School Support Programme (PCSP) and School Development Planning Support
(SDPS).

Rationale:

Language learning enables children to understand the world around them and to communicate
effectively with others. Communication takes many forms, from the non-verbal and verbal to
print-based and digital texts. Through interacting with adults, children are initiated into, and
engage in communicative relationships through which they come to understand, interpret,
construct meaning and critically appreciate the communication of others. Language enables
children to engage emotionally, socially, cognitively, imaginatively, and aesthetically in
relationships and cultural experiences. It empowers children to develop their thinking,
expression, reflection, critique and empathy, and it supports the development of self-efficacy,
identity and full participation in society. The Primary Language Curriculum seeks to support
children on their language-learning journeys, in both English and Irish, while also
acknowledging the diversity of languages spoken in Irish primary schools. The curriculum
acknowledges the learning journeys that all children are on. From birth, children learn
language through their interactions and experiences at home, in early childhood settings and
into primary school. Children continue to engage in language learning and development as
they progress to post-primary school through their experience in junior cycle. In its strands,
elements and learning outcomes, the Primary Language Curriculum is aligned with the junior
cycle specifications for English and Irish. This provides for continuity of experience and
progression in language learning as children make the transition from primary to
post-primary school.
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Staff in Ballydesmond National School recognise that:

● Language shapes who we are

● Language learning is a developmental process

● Language learning is an integrated process

● Children learn language through interactions

● Children learn language in different school contexts

Vision and Aims

(a) Vision

Ballydesmond National School, under the patronage of the Catholic Bishop of Kerry, strives
to provide high quality education for all children enrolled in our school. Our staff work
tirelessly to make the school a centre of excellence in which high professional standards are
maintained and where pupils learn in a safe and happy environment. Our school is a learning
community where we promote and value lifelong learning for all, including staff.  We
celebrate the uniqueness of each child as expressed in each child’s personality, intelligence
and potential for development.  Our school seeks to nurture the child in all dimensions of his
or her life – spiritual, moral, cognitive, emotional, imaginative, aesthetic, social and physical.

(b) Aims

The Primary Language Curriculum sets out a vision of children as communicators, readers,
writers and thinkers. It presents an understanding of primary classrooms as places where
children are enabled to progress at their own pace in environments and through relationships
that are supportive, engaging and inclusive. The aims of the Primary Language Curriculum
are presented in three groups: focusing on children and their lives, children’s communications
and connections with others, and children’s language learning and development

Children and their lives:

The Primary Language Curriculum aims to support teachers to:

• enable children to build on prior knowledge and experience of language to enhance their
language learning

• encourage children to embrace Irish positively, and promote our cultural identity through
the use of the Irish language
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• encourage children of different languages and cultures to be proud of and to share their
heritage

• recognise the wide variation in experience, ability and language style that children bring to
language learning in school as a first step in enabling them to engage in relevant and
meaningful communicative relationships

Children’s communications and connections with others

The Primary Language Curriculum aims to support teachers to:

• embrace children’s uniqueness by nurturing their appreciation of their home language, their
understanding of language and diversity, and their ability to use different languages, gestures
and tools to communicate with people in a variety of contexts and situations

• encourage and enable children to communicate effectively in both the first and second
language of the school and to communicate in their heritage language for a variety of
purposes

• enable children to fully engage with and enjoy a wide range of relevant and meaningful
linguistic and communicative experiences with peers and adults

Children’s language learning and development

The Primary Language Curriculum aims to support teachers to:

• promote a positive disposition towards communication and language by fostering within
children a lifelong interest in and a love of language learning for personal enjoyment and
enrichment

• broaden children’s understanding of the world through a rich variety of language
experiences and through fostering an awareness and appreciation of other languages and
cultures in an enriching learning environment

• enable children to use language imaginatively and creatively and to appreciate its aesthetic
aspects

• encourage children to engage personally with and think critically about a broad range of
spoken, gesticulated, written and multimodal texts

• support children to develop their literacy skills and enable them to progress at their own
learning pace in oral language, reading and writing

• nurture within children an awareness of language, allowing them to appreciate and
understand the content and structure of languages
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1. Strands and elements

There are three strands in the Primary Language Curriculum — oral language, reading and writing.
Across the strands, the elements describe essential language learning. Each element has a set of
Learning Outcomes, which describe important language learning in terms of concepts, dispositions
and skills.

The elements of language learning in each of the strands are:

● Developing communicative relationships through language

● Understanding the content and structure of language

● Exploring and using language

Learning Outcomes

Learning Outcomes are used to describe the expected learning and development for learners at the end
of a period of time. Learning outcomes are:

● Organised by strands and elements

● Text, genre and transfer of skills

● Literacy in the school’s first and second language

Element Oral Language Reading Writing

Communicating Engagement,
listening and
attention

Motivation and
choice

Social convention
and awareness of
others

Engagement

Motivation and
choice

Engagement

Motivation and
choice

Understanding Sentence structure
and grammar

Vocabulary

Conventions of print
and sentence
structure

Vocabulary

Conventions of print
and sentence
structure

Vocabulary
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Demonstration of
understanding

Phonics, word
recognition and word
study

Phonological and
phonemic awareness

Spelling and word
study

Exploring and using Requests, questions
and interactions

Categorisation

Retelling and
elaboration

Playful and creative
use of language

Information giving,
explanation and
justification

Description,
prediction and
reflection

Purpose, genre and
voice

Comprehension

Response and
author’s intent

Fluency and
self-correction

Purpose, genre and
voice

Writing process and
creating text

Response and
author’s intent

Handwriting and
presentation

Oral language

Introduction

“Oral Language is the child’s first, most important, and most frequently used structured
medium of communication.  It is the primary means through which each individual child will
be enabled to structure, to evaluate, to describe and to control his/her experience.  In
addition, and most significantly, oral language is the primary mediator of culture, the way in
which children locate themselves in the world, and define themselves with it and within it”
(Cregan, 1998, as cited in Archer, Cregan, McGough, Shiel, 2012)

At its most basic level, oral language is about communicating with other people. It involves a
process of utilizing thinking, knowledge and skills in order to speak and listen effectively. As
such, it is central to the lives of all people.

Oral language permeates every facet of the primary school curriculum.  The development of
oral language is given an importance as great as that of reading and writing, at every level, in
the curriculum. It has an equal weighting with them in the integrated language process.

The framework laid out below has been given to consider when planning for Oral Language.
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As with writing genres (listed later) there are a
variety of spoken text types (or spoken genre)
that we will teach to address the functions of language that are required in different social and
academic contexts.

The table below illustrates some of the different types of text:

Spoken Text Types

Oral Reports Conversations

Storytelling and Anecdotes Questioning and Interviews

Partner and Small Group Work Arguments and Formal/Informal
Debates

Giving Instructions/Procedures

Please see Appendix 1 for Spoken Texts plan

Students need to understand and know how the range of oral language texts will operate in
different contexts.  Teachers therefore need to establish classroom structures and procedures
that allow students to develop their understandings of the different spoken text types as well
as providing opportunities for pupils to purposefully practice these in a variety of settings.

It is important when addressing the different types of language to give consideration to

● The range of different social contexts of language (formal or informal, familiar or
unfamiliar)

● The range of cultural contexts for language (local, community, institutional)
● The participants that will be engaged in a speaking and listening situation and the

relationship between them (the people who are known, unknown, students, peers,
adults)
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Most pupils enter the school with a rich/varied oral language experience. A small percentage
of pupils are coming from a background where English is not their first language. We also
have a small percentage of children from disadvantaged socio-economic backgrounds, some
of whom may not have had the same language experience as their peers.

• Children will experience a variety of age-appropriate strategies to develop conversational
and oral language skills. These will be further expanded upon in our Oral Language core
curriculum section.

• Specific approaches taken by the school to develop oral fluency and expressiveness,
taking into account the language needs of the children include:

o Using the five contexts in the teaching of oral language - Talk and discussion, Play
and games, Poetry, Story and Improvisational drama

o Developing children’s social use of language through practice, role play etc. e.g.
giving and receiving greetings, making introductions, using a telephone, making an
inquiry, giving directions

o Improving children’s expressive use of language through increasing their vocabulary
and sentence structure

o Teachers adopt thematic approaches wherever suitable. There is continuity and
progression in relation to many themes and this is evident in the core curriculum

o Organisational settings used include pair work/working collaboratively/working in
whole class settings, formal and informal debates/circle work/individual and group
presentations/other activities

• Oral language activity is used as a basis for reading (through language-experience
material, reading aloud, oral book reports, questioning, discussing, etc.) and writing
(through brainstorming, conferencing, etc.) and through using thematic approaches.

• The following strategies are being used to develop children’s higher order thinking skills,
e.g. to use questions in order to gain maximum information; to seek and to give
explanations; to discuss different possible solutions to problems; to argue a point of view;
to persuade others; to examine fact and fiction, bias and objectivity

• The school use oral language in developing children’s comprehension skills by use of oral
language as an alternative to written exercises. Talk and discussion is used very much in
the classroom to develop oral language and other skills e.g. listening, thinking etc.

• Children encouraged to explore experiences and feelings through talk, writing, play and
drama

Oral Language across the curriculum:
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The following are only a few examples to show how the use of oral language in different
subjects can also be used to address the strands of the English curriculum.

● Maths: Guided discussion in developing strand units, the problem-solving process,
and reporting on the process subsequently

● P.E.: Use of terminology, e.g. football/rounders/basketball terms; Use of

● Sport events to promote language development.

● Science: Use of terminology, process of investigating and reporting on findings

● SPHE: Exploring relevant themes through the medium of talk and discussion

Oral language activities and skills that can be developed through the children’s reading and
writing instruction include:

● rhyming games and riddles in phonological awareness
● re-telling, sequencing, describing characters, events and details from stories
● oral reading
● improvisational drama, mime role play based on reading
● spoken book reports
● oral cloze procedure
● brainstorming at the pre-writing stage
● sentence and paragraph extension
● peer-conferencing and conferencing with teacher etc.

Discrete/Specific Oral Language
Discrete Oral Language lessons are taught at each class level.
Form, structure, use of language and grammar are addressed during Discrete Oral Language
time. Children are encouraged and taught to use correct pronunciation, grammar etc. when
speaking. Discrete oral language will be addressed using curriculum objectives as guidelines
e.g.

● introducing oneself and others;
● greeting others and saying good-byes;
● giving and receiving messages;
● using the telephone;
● making requests for information;
● giving directions;
● expressing appreciation;
● welcoming visitors;
● making a complaint;
● expressing sympathy etc.

Bearing in mind the context of the school, we are aware that there is some diversity in the
oral language skills of children entering our school. Therefore, the pivotal role of oral
language as an integrating factor in all aspects of the English programme is recognised.
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Timetabled oral language activities will address
● Developing the listener/speaker relationship (listening games, circle time,

brainstorming guidelines for effective communication)
● Fostering social skills (through brainstorming, role play, modelling)
● Giving children opportunities to address their classmates on specific topics (e.g. News

time, show and tell)

Audience:
Pupils will be encouraged to speak to a variety of audiences, including classmates, other
classes, teachers, visitors to the classroom.  All pupils will be encouraged to participate in
Speech and Drama performances.

Organisational Settings:
Oral language activities will take place in a variety of settings, including

● pair Work
● working in Groups
● working in whole class settings,
● formal and informal debates
● circle time
● making presentations to class and group

Objectives for Oral Language
Our objectives with regard to oral language are to provide a structured sequential programme
for teachers to enable children to:

1. Gain pleasure and fulfilment from language activity.

2. Develop the capacity to express intuitions, feelings, impressions, ideas and reactions in
response to real and imaginary situations through talk and discussion, and the
development of ideas.

3. Develop fluency, explicitness and confidence in communication.

4. Develop listening skills, language conventions, vocabulary, aesthetic response and
language manipulation.

Learning outcomes for Oral Language:

Junior and Senior Infants:

Through appropriately playful learning experiences, children should be able to:
● Show interest in, demonstrate joint attention and actively listen and attend for

enjoyment and for a particular purpose, and in other language where appropriate
● Choose, listen to, respond to and create texts in a range of genres, and in other

languages where appropriate, across the curriculum for pleasure and interest
● Recognise that language style changes with different relationships and audiences
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● Show understanding of the listener’s needs while, with support, initiating, sustaining
and engaging in conversations on personal and curriculum-based topics and
responding verbally and non-verbally

● Use language with confidence to work collaboratively with others and share outcomes
with familiar and unfamiliar audiences

● Use coherent sentences of increasing complexity with correct tense, word order and
sentence structure, while using connectives and producing compound and complex
sentences to elaborate appropriately

● Use different strategies such as a speaker’s gestures, tone of voice, known words,
pictures, sentence structure, definitions and descriptions to acquire and show
understanding of new words, to include other languages where appropriate

● Use sophisticated oral vocabulary and phrases, including the language of text, topic
and subject-specific language, and express and use decontextualized language

● Demonstrate understanding through the ability to give and follow instructions,
comprehend texts and clearly state a case

● Express personal needs, opinions and preferences, and make requests with confidence
● Ask and answer a variety of open and closed questions to seek help, get information,

develop understanding, clarify and extend thinking
● Name. describe and categorise people, objects, experiences and concepts of increasing

complexity, demonstrating growing depth of knowledge and improved understanding
● Tell and retell imaginative stories and narratives of increasing complexity to familiar

and unfamiliar audiences using appropriate sequencing, tense and oral vocabulary
● Listen and respond to the aesthetic and creative aspects of language and use language

playfully and creatively, and across other languages as appropriate
● Supply, explain and justify points of information to familiar and unfamiliar audiences

using topic-specific language
● Describe, predict and reflect upon actions, events and processes relating to real and

imaginary contexts

First and Second Class:

Through appropriately engaging learning experiences, children should be able to:
● Show interest in, demonstrate joint attention and actively listen and attend for

enjoyment and for a particular purpose, and in other language where appropriate
● Choose, listen to, respond to and create texts in a range of genres, and in other

languages where appropriate, across the curriculum for pleasure and interest
● Use language appropriately in order to initiate, sustain and engage in conversations on

personal and curriculum-based topics and use a language style and tone suited to the
audience

● Use language with confidence to work collaboratively with others and share outcomes
with familiar and unfamiliar audiences

● Use coherent sentences of increasing complexity with correct tense, word order and
sentence structure, while using connectives and producing compound and complex
sentences to elaborate appropriately

● Use different strategies such as a speaker’s gestures, tone of voice, known words,
pictures, sentence structure, definitions and descriptions to acquire and show
understanding of new words, to include other languages where appropriate
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● Use sophisticated oral vocabulary and phrases, including the language of text, topic
and subject-specific language, and express and use decontextualized language

● Demonstrate understanding through the ability to give and follow instructions,
comprehend texts and clearly state a case

● Express personal needs, opinions and preferences, and make requests with confidence
● Ask and answer a variety of open and closed questions to seek help, get information,

develop understanding, clarify and extend thinking
● Name. describe and categorise people, objects, experiences and concepts of increasing

complexity, demonstrating growing depth of knowledge and improved understanding
● Tell and retell imaginative stories and narratives of increasing complexity to familiar

and unfamiliar audiences using appropriate sequencing, tense and oral vocabulary
● Listen and respond to the aesthetic and creative aspects of language and use language

playfully and creatively, and across other languages as appropriate
● Supply, explain and justify points of information to familiar and unfamiliar audiences

using topic-specific language
● Describe, predict and reflect upon actions, events and processes relating to real and

imaginary contexts

Third and fourth class
Through appropriately engaging learning experiences, children should be able to:

● Recognise themselves as listeners and speakers, engaging purposefully and
empathetically with others

● Express their individuality through their knowledge and use of various languages
● Actively listen and extract meaning and enjoyment from conversations and texts in a

range of genres and where possible, in various languages
● Choose, listen to, critically respond to and create texts in a range of genres and in

other languages where appropriate, across the curriculum for pleasure, interest and
specific purposes

● Use language flexibly and with empathy while initiating, sustaining and engaging in
conversations on personal and curriculum-based topics

● Adapt language style such as tone, pace, choice of vocabulary, gestures, facial
expressions and body language for a range of audiences whilst communicating orally
in a range of genres

● Vary sentence length and structure, moving fluidly between a range of sentence types;
simple, compound and complex, as appropriate to audience, purpose and language
spoken

● Use grammar conventions appropriately and identify differences in sentence structure
and grammar across languages and dialects

● Select and apply a variety of strategies to acquire a wide range of words and phrases
from different sources such as literature, subject texts and other languages

● Demonstrate understanding by listening actively to, understanding, analysing and
responding appropriately to conversations and texts in a range of genres and across
other languages where appropriate

● Respond creatively and critically to what they have heard and experienced
● Express personal needs, opinions and preferences, explaining and justifying their

perspective
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● Ask and answer a variety of questions – open, closed, leading, rhetorical – for a range
of purposes, such as exploring and discussing texts; clarifying and extending thinking;
comparing views and opinions; interviewing, speculating, arguing and persuading

● Explain and justify categorisation, across the curriculum, as appropriate, and
demonstrate understanding that categories are fluid and can vary

● Create narratives and retell stories and events, both real and imaginary, for various
audiences, using imaginative and figurative language, elaborating where appropriate

● Manipulate language creatively through listening and responding to the aesthetic and
creative aspects of language, at sound, word, sentence and text level

● Use language playfully and creatively in their own conversations and texts and across
other languages as appropriate

● Analyse and select information to communicate ideas and opinions for a variety of
purposes, such as informing, debating, explaining, justifying and persuading

● Describe, predict, reflect upon and evaluate actions, events, processes, feelings and
experiences relating to a wide range of real and imaginary contexts

Fifth and sixth class
Through appropriately engaging learning experiences, children should be able to:

● Actively listen and attend for extended periods of time, to include other languages
where appropriate, listening for more detail and nuanced meanings

● Evaluate how the purpose, situation and audience/listener influence the speaker’s
register, dialect and accent

● Choose, listen to, critically respond to and create texts in a range of genres and in
other languages where appropriate, across the curriculum for pleasure, interest and
specific purposes

● Explore how culture and identity can influence how people communicate with others,
verbally and non-verbally

● Listen and speak with increasing confidence, independence and skill in order to work
collaboratively with others and to share feedback, ideas, decisions and outcomes in a
range of contexts with familiar and unfamiliar audiences

● Vary sentence length and structure, moving fluidly between a range of sentence types;
simple, compound and complex, as appropriate to audience, purpose and language
spoken

● Use grammar conventions appropriately and identify differences in sentence structure
and grammar across languages and dialects

● Critically select and use a wide-ranging, complex oral vocabulary, phrases and
figurative language for familiar, abstract and subject-specific concepts and topics, as
appropriate to audience and purpose

● Demonstrate understanding by listening actively to, analysing, comparing and
evaluating conversations and texts in a range of genres and across other languages
where appropriate

● Respond creatively and critically to what they have heard and experienced
● Express personal needs, opinions and preferences, explaining and justifying their

perspective
● Select how and when appropriate to ask and answer a wide range of question types;

open, closed, leading and rhetorical, for an increasing range of complex purposes
● Explain and justify categorisation, across the curriculum, as appropriate, and

demonstrate understanding that categories are fluid and can vary
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● Create narratives and retell stories and events, both real and imaginary, for various
audiences, using imaginative and figurative language, elaborating where appropriate

● Manipulate language creatively through listening and responding to the aesthetic and
creative aspects of language, at sound, word, sentence and text level

● Use language playfully and creatively in their own conversations and texts and across
other languages as appropriate

● Analyse and select information to communicate ideas and opinions for a variety of
purposes, such as informing, debating, explaining, justifying and persuading

● Describe, predict, reflect upon and evaluate actions, events, processes, feelings and
experiences relating to a wide range of real and imaginary contexts

Please see Appendix 2 for Resources for Oral Language

Poetry – Core Curriculum

At Ballydesmond National School, we believe that poetry should have a special place in
children's language experience. Poetry offers children an opportunity to experience beauty
through imagery, rhyme, rhythm and so heightens their enjoyment of language and awakens
an aesthetic response in them. For this reason, children will frequently hear poetry read to
them in every class. In the early years, the emphasis will be on riddles and nursery rhymes
and jingles. As they grow older, children will become familiar with a wider range of poetry -
humorous, narrative and lyric. The content of the poems the children encounter will touch on
every area of the child's experience and will also engage their imaginations.

There are poetry books in every class. Throughout the school children will be encouraged to
write their own poetry. While each child will become aware of the importance of rhyme, they
will also learn that accuracy of expression and sincerity are of tremendous importance in
creating a beautiful poem.

Approaching a poem
Children can approach a poem in a number of ways:

● they can read it silently
● they can listen to another pupil reading it
● the teacher can read it aloud
● they can listen to a professional reading of it on a recording
● they can listen to the teacher reading it aloud while they look at the text.

Choosing poems
The choice of poems can be influenced by many factors:

● time of year
● weather
● children’s preoccupations and interests
● current topics in other areas of the curriculum
● a concern for broadening and deepening of children’s tastes
● events in the world at large
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Other important modes of response
● making anthologies of favourite poems – they can be made by the class, a group or

individual pupils
● art work – many poems, particularly in the imagery they contain, lend themselves to

pictorial representation
● actions, movement & dance – particularly appropriate in Junior classes
● memorisation – children should be encouraged to memorise short poems that they like

and stanzas from longer poems
● recitation – this can be done individually and through choral verse-speaking

Repertoire
Teachers and pupils have their own individual personal tastes in poetry. It is important that
there is some flexibility in the selection of poetry by an individual class. However, the
following core set of poems will be taught during the year:

Please see Appendix 3 for suggested poems at each class level

Reading

The ability to read effectively is an essential requirement if pupils are to benefit fully from
the educational process, to develop their potential and to participate appropriately as a citizen
in society. This is a crucial element in the child’s language learning.  At Ballydesmond N.S.
we aim to ensure that each child is given the opportunity to develop his/her literacy skills,
thereby becoming an effective reader.

In our school plan for reading, emphasis is placed on the following areas:
● The approach to reading which is fostered is based on children’s general language

development.
● Phonological and phonic awareness play a central role in the acquisition of word

identification strategies.
● A wide range of reading material will be used throughout the year
● Textbooks from other subjects and appropriate material from the Internet will be used

to teach reading.

Our approach and methodologies:
An emphasis is placed on reading as a shared, enjoyable experience.  From their first days in
school, children will be encouraged to handle books, enjoy looking at pictures and familiarise
themselves with the books in their class libraries.
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Beginning Readers
For the beginning reader, the experience of handling books is of supreme importance.  The
Junior Infant programme will involve much story reading and storytelling by teacher and CD,
and following the text of familiar rhymes and jingles as they are spoken.
The conventions of books – cover, author, left-right orientation, differentiation between text
and pictures will be elicited and explained.  Skills of left-right orientation, prediction, visual
discrimination and phonological awareness will be supported through activities.
Collaborative writing of language experience stories, wall stories and news on the IWB will
support development of phonemic awareness and phonic decoding skills (See also Phonics)

Big Books, Picture Books etc. are used so that children are given many opportunities to hear
reading, talk about reading, appreciate the usefulness and pleasures of reading, & to help
them understand the conventions of text and the terminology of books etc.

Basic sight vocabulary will be taught in Junior Infants in preparation for the time when the
children will be introduced to a structured reading programme.

However, if children are able to read when coming to the school they will be encouraged to
continue reading at their level and suitable reading material will be available for them in their
classrooms.

Evolving Readers
At this stage it is the teacher’s role to help the child develop appropriate cues for reading
from a number of sources.  Word identification strategies to be encouraged are (in order):

● Phonics - Sounding out and blending of letter sounds
● Re-reading of entire sentence to supply most likely missing word (closure)
● Using background knowledge, illustration and prediction.

The formal reading scheme will support the development of these strategies through graded,
predictable readers and structured skill-reinforcement activities.

The help of parents will be encouraged to support children’s reading attempts and praise
progress.  Each child’s library record will document reading progress, link home and school
reading, promote discussion and provide writing practice with a significant purpose.

Established Readers
Children who have internalised all of these reading strategies and have begun reading
grade-appropriate material fluently will be provided with further reading material from class
libraries, which challenges their abilities.  Shared reading of more difficult texts will help
such children tackle the transition from texts which are primarily picture books, to those with
a higher print-picture ratio, and eventually to age-appropriate novels.

Pupils at this level will be encouraged to use
● letter-sound relationships (grapho/phonic cues),
● grammar and syntax (syntactic cues) and
● surrounding text (contextual cues)

while attempting to identify unfamiliar words
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They will also be encouraged to break unfamiliar words into syllables e.g. A-mer-i-ca.
Children will be encouraged to self-correct when what they read does not make sense.

By the Middle and Senior standards most children are fairly competent readers. It is
important for us to remember, particularly at this stage, that in teaching a child to read we
want not only to give each child strategies for comprehending a text but especially a love of
books and the ability to think and retrieve information. Reading will also be an important tool
in developing the emotional and imaginative life of the child. Children in these classes will be
enabled to:

● Read widely as an independent reader from a more challenging range of reading
material, including stories, poems, myths, legends, novels and non-fiction texts

● Engage with books in groups and whole class settings
● Learn about the structure and appreciate the component parts of a newspaper e.g.

Editorial, News, Feature, Review, Sport, Advertisement, schedule of radio and
television programmes etc.

Reading Intervention Strategies:
The following strategies will be adopted for children who experience difficulty attaining the
Established Reader level, either in the classroom or in Special Education Teaching:

● The Language Experience Approach
● Teaching to pupils’ strengths (auditory/visual)
● Over-learning the sound/letter relationships (e.g. PAT; Sounds Ok programme, Toe by

Toe programme)
● Over-learning of key sight vocabulary (Phonics Bingo, Prim-Ed Dolch Sentences,

Brendan Culligan sentences, Fry’s lists, flashcards)
● Multi-sensory approach

Reading for Pleasure:
This is an important part of our reading curriculum and will be encouraged through giving the
children opportunities to hear and respond to stories/rhymes and poems. Shared reading with
older children and with parents will be encouraged. Reading their own text to the class and
enjoying big books together will be important in the Infant and Junior classrooms. DEAR
time will be employed as a methodology in the Middle and Senior classes. Reading material
will be chosen from both fact and fiction. Children will be encouraged to visit the class
library regularly.

Reading for Information:
Children will be encouraged to perform simple information retrieval tasks such as using a
table of contents and using a simple index.

Methodologies
Print Rich Environment –
A print-rich environment will be utilised throughout the school.  In particular, the Infant and
Junior Classrooms will provide:

● Large pictures with sentences and duplicate sentences
● Children's drawings or paintings displayed with suitable captions written by teachers
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● News Sheets - news items of interest to the class recorded on newsprint sheets
● Nature/ SESE Labels
● Command cards e.g. "Close your eyes", "Clap your hands"
● Labels for classroom, e.g. "Our door is green"
● Captions on the children's work on the display board, e.g. "We made this pattern"
● Class books - books made by the children, "I like...", "My Special People", etc.
● Children's names
● Book corner
● Classroom Jobs
● Maths Language display
● Days of the week, Months of the year display with sentences “Today is…”

“Tomorrow will be…”

Copies of collaborative/ language experience wall stories will be available as reading
material, along with reproductions of poems, rhymes and jingles familiar to the children.
Children’s own written work will also be displayed and/or compiled into book form to
provide reading material.

The Middle and Senior classrooms will build on these with classroom labels and displays,
weather charts, notice board, flashcards, charts, interactive charts, library, ICT literacy
resources, directories, dictionaries, newspapers and magazines etc. which will provide further
opportunity for meaningful reading practice throughout the school.

Basic Sight Vocabulary –
Sight vocabulary will be reinforced by repeated, embedded exposure, in books, language
experience charts, wall stories, word bank and in classroom labels.
The development of sight vocabulary is an important element in the emergent reading phase,
and we believe is critical for the later development of meaningful, independent, reading
skills. At this stage high interest words such as common words from the environment and the
names of characters from stories, will form the sight vocabulary.

Phonological Awareness –
Our phonological awareness programme aims to develop the three areas of Syllabic
awareness, Onset and rime and Phonemic Awareness.

In acquiring the ability to use sound-letter relationships, the child needs to develop
phonological and phonemic awareness. Activities recommended are:

● Saying and hearing nursery rhymes
● Onset and rime
● Reproducing rhymes (day, may, pay.  I lost my dog in the b__.)
● Phonemic awareness – identify initial sound – final sound  - medial sound;
● Phoneme blending   -  m-ug,  b-all
● Phoneme deletion    -  ball  -  all,   stile  -   tile
● Phoneme isolation   -  s-n-a-k-e
● Phoneme substitution   -   shop  -  top
● Phoneme transposition   - mug  -  gum
● ‘Drop your Jaw’ to Segment words into syllables
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● Identifying syllabic rhythms (Tho-mas, Ma-ry, Bren-dan/ Ju-li-ette, Chris-to-pher,
Ra-chel-Ann)

Onset–rime knowledge can help in developing awareness of spelling patterns by introducing
analogy through word families which share the same spelling and rime (sand / hand).

Please see Appendix 4 - Phonological Awareness resources/programmes in use

Assessment of Phonics
Assessment in phonics can be by informal teacher observation.  In addition, the following
strategies will be used:

Junior Infants - teacher checklist assessment.
Senior Infants - Mist Test, Drumcondra Early Literacy
Rang 1-Rang 6 - Teacher monitors individual children through the daily reading, spelling and
writing activities and the Micra-T standardised tests will be administered.  If a teacher is
concerned about a pupil’s phonics skills, they will implement a classroom support plan and
may be referred to SET and relevant tests will be administered.

Word Identification strategies –
As mentioned earlier, the primary word identification strategy taught in infants is
grapho-phonic, supported by look and say and contextual knowledge.  Syllabification
strategies are taught in the middle classes.

Reading Schemes –

Junior Infants will engage in pre-reading activities and will progress to learning sight words
and “sounding out” words. Senior Infants – 2nd class will engage in guided reading.

Guided Reading in Ballydesmond NS

The aim of our school’s literacy program is to ensure that all students become successful balanced
readers. Balanced readers are readers who can accurately decode text, read with fluency and phrasing,
and fully comprehend the information they are reading across a range of text types and genres. 

Guided reading instruction, using meticulously levelled texts, is a research-informed approach to
assist students in becoming engaged Balanced readers. 

The philosophy underpinning Guided Reading in Ballydesmond NS is as follows:

● Students learn to read well if they are encouraged to use a variety of skills, processes and
behaviours, rather than a particular method or approach. 

● When students are learning to read, they should be given materials that have been carefully
crafted to meet their needs; books that give them, from their earliest experiences with the
printed word, success, enjoyment and understanding. 
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What does Literacy look like in Ballydesmond NS (SI-2nd Class)?

● Guided reading begins in Term 1 for Senior Infants-Second Class and continues for the entire
year. Pupils are benchmarked by the SEN team in early September and groups of readers on a
similar level are formed as a result. 

● Team-teaching Literacy sessions takes place almost daily with the class teacher and support
teacher(s) working in tandem to provide a balanced literacy class with familiar reads, new
reads, independent work and appropriate learning activities based on the texts being read. 

● As the year progresses children may move between groups as they progress through levels at
their own pace. 

● Junior infants will be monitored throughout the year to see when they are competent at
decodable readers before beginning levelled readers. 

Resources for each levelled reader

● A soft copy (SEN Google Drive) and hard copy (PM baskets) is kept of any additional
resource that has been made for a reader in order to build our resource bank year on year.
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Alternative reading materials –
● Big books,
● parallel schemes,
● newspapers
● class novels

Class novels
Novels can be read independently or in a group or class setting. Carefully selected class
novels help to encourage children to read and draw the child’s attention to descriptive text,
development of characters, plot etc.  Class teachers have read novels before using them for
class discussion.

Teachers may use their own discretion in using novels in the classroom to develop skills in
English.  

Supplementary/ancillary/parallel readers are used to give children the further opportunity to
read at their level.

See Appendix 10 for a list of books available in the guided reading scheme

Organisation for Reading
Teachers will use a variety of organisational settings when teaching reading including whole
class reading, paired reading, group reading, independent reading, individualized reading,
teacher reading aloud, silent reading etc.
In general, children will be encouraged to pre-prepare a passage before reading in front of
their peers as:

● When practice precedes performance, quality is improved
● Children provide their best performance for each other
● Speed increases with practice
● Rehearsal enables poor readers to give their best
● Children enjoy participating and listening
● Planning and rehearsal around the whole text promote sensitive and thoughtful

responses and increased understanding and appreciation.

Comprehension strategies
Comprehension skills will initially be fostered through discussion, re-telling, answering oral
questions, role-playing based on favourite books or characters etc.

At a more senior level, sequencing, character analysis, story grammar, summarising, note
taking etc. will be explored.

As children read, they will be encouraged to:
● Predict/ Connect/ Compare/ Infer
● Create images/ Self-question/ Summarise/ Paraphrase
● Sound out/ Chunk/ Read on/ Re-read
● Adjust reading rate/ Skim/ Scan/ Determine importance
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● Synthesise Knowledge

Teachers will use a variety of organisational settings when striving to develop the pupils’
comprehension skills: sometimes children working individually, in pairs, in groups or with
the whole class.  

Comprehension tasks will be primarily oral, supported by some written comprehension
exercises.  Workbooks and class readers will be used selectively and judiciously by teachers
as a tool to develop the pupils’ comprehension skills.

Please see Appendix 5 for Phonics – Core Curriculum

Learning outcomes for Reading

Junior and Senior Infants

Through appropriately playful learning experiences, children should be able to:
● Attend to, take part in and enjoy listening to reading and talking about the meaning of

the interpretation of written words and illustrations with others, recognising them as
readers

● Discover and explore texts in various languages

● Choose, read and communicate about text in a range of genres and languages for
pleasure and interest

● Identify and use basic conventions of print in text

● Play with, recognise and manipulate sounds such as syllables, rhyme, onset-rime and
phonemes in spoken words

● Recognise, name and sound all lower- and upper-case letters and common letter
patterns, displaying some word identification strategies when reading instructional
and independent-level texts

● Acquire appropriate vocabulary to support the comprehension of text shared by the
teacher or read independently

● Talk about and use new vocabulary as it arises, drawing on context and identifying
words with similar meaning and words with similar sounds but different meaning

● Experience and respond to the aesthetic, creative and imaginative aspects of text and a
range of genres expressing preferences and opinions

● Discuss and share thoughts and opinions on texts in a range of genres across the
curriculum. Consider and discuss author’s intent

● Recall, discuss and sequence significant details and identify key points of information
in text

● Draw on background knowledge as well as a range of comprehension strategies to
engage with and create meaning when working with a range of texts independently or
collaboratively
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● Read instructional and independent-level texts in a range of genres with reasonable
pace and understanding, and self-correcting independently

1st & 2nd Class

Through appropriately engaging learning experiences, children should be able to:
● Attend to, take part in and enjoy listening to reading and talking about the meaning of

the interpretation of written words and illustrations with others, recognising them as
readers

● Discover and explore texts in various languages

● Choose, read and communicate about text in a range of genres and languages for
pleasure, interest and specific purpose

● Use conventions of print and sentence structure to help understand the text

● Play with, recognise and manipulate sounds such as syllables, rhyme, onset-rime and
phonemes in spoken words

● Use phonic knowledge and a range of word identification strategies with flexibility
and confidence when reading instructional and independent-level texts

● Acquire appropriate vocabulary to support the independent comprehension of text

● Draw on a developing knowledge of word structure and word parts, including some
prefixes and suffixes to clarify and discuss the meaning of words

● Experience and respond to the aesthetic, creative and imaginative aspects of text and a
wider range of genres justifying preferences and opinions

● Discuss and share thoughts and opinions on texts in a range of genres across the
curriculum. Consider and discuss author’s intent

● Recall, discuss and sequence significant details and identify key points of information
in text

● Draw on a repertoire of comprehension strategies and background knowledge to
comprehend text independently or collaboratively

● Read instructional and independent-level texts in a range of genres with reasonable
pace and understanding, and self-correcting independently

3rd & 4th Class

Through appropriately engaging learning experiences children should be able to:
● Develop their interest in and enjoyment of literature and reading in a variety of genres

across the curriculum
● Engage with texts of increasing complexity, and discover and explore texts in various

languages
● Choose, read and critically respond to texts in a range of genres and languages across

the curriculum for pleasure, interest and specific purposes
● Analyse and compare conventions of print in texts of increasing complexity
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● Analyse sentence structures, including simple, compound and complex sentences in
texts

● Compare sentence structures and texts in various languages
● Compare sounds and patterns in words found in texts in various genres across the

curriculum
● Recognise and compare sounds in words in English, Irish, other languages and across

dialects and accents
● Use a range of word identification strategies flexibly and with confidence when

reading instructional and independent-level texts across the curriculum
● Use existing language skills and knowledge to decipher text in other languages
● Acquire deep and broad vocabulary knowledge to facilitate independent

comprehension of texts, to include subject-specific texts
● Draw on an increasing knowledge of word structure and word parts, including

prefixes, suffixes and root words, to independently uncover the meaning of words
encountered in texts. Use knowledge of synonyms, antonyms, homonyms,
homographs and homophones to clarify and discuss the meaning of new and known
vocabulary

● Use appropriate reference materials to independently uncover the meaning of
unknown words

● Identify and discuss features of texts which convey a particular purpose, genre, or
voice and infer meanings which are not explicitly stated

● Respond to the aesthetic, creative, and imaginative aspects of a wide range of texts in
various genres across the curriculum and defend their preferences and opinions

● Compare, contrast and critically reflect on the intent of different authors and discuss
various interpretations of text in a wide range of genres

● Compare and select comprehension strategies flexibly and interchangeably and use
background knowledge to engage with text in a variety of genres independently or
collaboratively

● Read texts in a variety of genres effortlessly with appropriate pace, accuracy and
expression for a variety of audiences

5th & 6th Class Reading
Through appropriately engaging learning experiences children should be able to:

● Develop their interest in and enjoyment of literature and reading in a variety of genres
across the curriculum

● Engage with texts of increasing complexity, and discover and explore texts in various
languages

● Choose, read and critically respond to texts in a range of genres and languages across
the curriculum for pleasure, interest and specific purposes

● Analyse and compare conventions of print in texts of increasing complexity
● Analyse sentence structures, including simple, compound and complex sentences in

texts
● Compare sentence structures and texts in various languages
● Compare sounds and patterns in words found in texts in various genres across the

curriculum
● Recognise and compare sounds in words in English, Irish, other languages and across

dialects and accents
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● Use a range of word identification strategies flexibly and with confidence when
reading instructional and independent-level texts across the curriculum

● Use existing language skills and knowledge to decipher text in other languages
● Acquire deep and broad vocabulary knowledge to facilitate independent

comprehension of texts, to include subject-specific texts
● Draw on an increasing knowledge of word structure and word parts, including

prefixes, suffixes and root words, to independently uncover the meaning of words
encountered in texts. Use knowledge of synonyms, antonyms, homonyms,
homographs and homophones to clarify and discuss the meaning of new and known
vocabulary

● Use appropriate reference materials to independently uncover the meaning of
unknown words

● Recognise and examine the implications of culture and identity on the creation of
texts across a range of genres

● Critically reflect on their response to the aesthetic, creative and imaginative aspects of
a wide range of texts in various genres across the curriculum

● Compare, contrast and critically reflect on the intent of different authors and discuss
various interpretations of text in a wide range of genres

● Choose, justify and apply comprehension strategies to engage with text in a variety of
genres across the curriculum, independently or collaboratively and continue to draw
on background knowledge

● Compare and synthesise information, thoughts and ideas from a variety of text
sources

● Read texts in a variety of genres effortlessly with appropriate pace, accuracy and
expression for a variety of audiences

Writing

The Primary School Curriculum recognises the act of writing as part of the language
learning process. Writing is a skill and a craft that needs to be taught and which is learned

from practice. The diagram below illustrates the key components of writing.

Components of Writing
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The child’s writing experience at school can contribute to his/her cognitive, emotional and
imaginative development. Our aim would be that each child would be provided with the
opportunity to develop skills that would enable him/her to write clearly, clarify concepts and
express emotions through the writing process (Curriculum Statement P.2).

Objectives:

● gain pleasure and fulfilment from writing
● express intuitions, feelings, ideas and reactions in response to real and imaginary

situations through writing
● compose, relate and write stories and poems
● explore and express reactions to poetry, fiction and the arts through writing
● write for different purposes and audiences
● write in a variety of genres appropriate to school and outside needs
● learn to edit and refine writing and to develop a sense of appropriate presentation
● develop a personal style of writing and learn to distinguish and to use appropriate

levels of formality
● share writing with other people
● use computers in learning to write
● become independent writers

Please see Appendix 6 for Writing Genre whole school plan

Teaching the Writing Genre
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Step 1:  Familiarisation with the genre
● Integration with reading and oral language, for example, comparing samples of the genre,

using sample displays, reading to and reading with students.

Step 2:  Use an example to devise a framework
● Children analyse one effective sample of the text form. Children discover the framework

of a form of a text. Create a framework with key words/prompts for the genre e.g., in
Narrative: Title, Setting, Characters, Problem and Resolution.

Step 3: Modelled writing (teacher only)
● The teacher ‘thinks aloud’ as he/she writes while the class observe.

Step 4: Shared writing
● Teacher has the pen and continues to ‘think aloud’ but uses children’s ideas also. Children

engage in talking, writing and reading within the genre.

Step 5: Guided Writing: Children plan their writing
● Children can plan their writing in pairs/groups using the framework they have devised.

Step 6: Independent writing
● Children plan and write their own piece including drafting, editing and redrafting.

Step 7: Presentation to audience
● Children write for real purpose and for real audience.
The child’s writing experience at school can contribute to his/her cognitive, emotional and
imaginative development. Our aim would be that each child would be provided with the
opportunity to develop skills that would enable him/her to write clearly, clarify concepts and
express emotions through the writing process (Curriculum Statement p.2)

Objectives
Our main objectives in teaching children to write are to help children to:

● gain pleasure and fulfilment from writing
● express intuitions, feelings, ideas and reactions in response to real and imaginary

situations through writing
● compose, relate and write stories and poems
● explore and express reactions to poetry, fiction and the arts through writing
● write for different purposes and audiences
● write in a variety of genres appropriate to school and outside needs
● learn to edit and refine writing and to develop a sense of appropriate presentation
● develop a personal style of writing and learn to distinguish and to use appropriate

levels of formality
● share writing with other people
● use computers in learning to write
● become independent writers.
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Approach to Writing
In our approach to writing, emphasis is placed on the following areas:

● The Importance of Oral Language –
The school recognises the importance of Oral Language before, during, and after writing.

● The Process of Writing –
Writing is viewed as an important method of communication.

● Different audiences for writing –
Children will be given an opportunity to write for a variety of audiences including peers,
other classes and teachers, parents, wider community, children in other schools etc.

Beginning Writing
Junior Infants
Children in Junior Infants are first taught how to hold a pencil correctly.

Writing experiences at this level may include:
● Drawing
● Scribbling
● Teacher as scribe
● Language experience
● Children writing their names
● Words, phrases, sentences to accompany pictures.

Senior Infants:
All writing activities will generally be preceded by oral language work. A key part of the
class teachers' role is to foster the impulse to write; she may do this by:

● Acting as scribe while pupils tell story
● Writing captions, words and sentences and illustrating them
● Giving constant opportunities for children to view personal writing displayed-

description of a piece of artwork, class book, school outing
● Reading personal writing aloud and e.g. writing our news on IWB and reading it with

children

Writing experience at Senior Infants level:
It is important for children at this stage to:

● Form letters using correct formation
● Write letters and words from memory
● Become aware of lower-case, capitals and clusters
● Rewrite sentences to make message clearer
● Add descriptive words to naming words

Spelling
At this level pupils will

● Copy words from environment-useful words and high frequency words
● Learn conventional spelling of familiar words
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Genres of writing
A variety of writing genres relevant to each class level will be explored.

Methodologies

Pupils will be encouraged to consider the audience and purpose of their writing before
beginning.
The process of Drafting, editing, redrafting and publishing will be utilised.

Editing methodologies may include:
● Teacher correction and anchor chart
● Teacher and peer conferencing - swapping stories after they are written
● Author’s chair – children have the opportunity to ask another child questions about

their writing
● Pupil self-correction

Publishing opportunities include
● Class anthologies
● Display in classroom/ corridor
● Publishing in class books

Group Work –
Group Writing opportunities include:

● co-operative stories,
● class anthologies,
● project work,
● peer-editing etc.

Vocabulary Development will be supported by
● Oral language programmes and games
● Aistear and guided reading
● Brainstorming, webbing, research, conferencing

Punctuation

The following is the core curriculum that was decided by the staff of Ballydesmond National
School to be appropriate for our school. All lists include revision of what has been taught the
previous years and concepts may be taught at an earlier stage if they are encountered in
reading or writing.

Please see Appendix 7 for Punctuation Core Curriculum

Grammar

The elements of formal grammar such as nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives, conjunctions and
clauses may be taught informally from 1st Class upwards, and formally from 3rd Class
upwards.
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Please see Appendix 8 for Grammar Core Curriculum

Writing - Content

Junior and Senior Infants

Through appropriately playful learning experiences, children should be able to:
● Attend to, take part in and have fun mark-making, drawing and writing across

languages where appropriate, to communicate with others
● Choose appropriate tools, content and topics for their own writing and select texts for

sharing with others
● Use basic conventions of print and sentence structure
● Recognise, name and sound letters and use some correct spellings, drawing on their

sound and letter patterns to try out invented spelling
● Spell high frequency and high interest words accurately
● Use a growing range of vocabulary from their personal experiences and engagement

with text and use language playfully and creatively in their writing
● Draw and write with a sense of purpose and audience while creating texts in a range

of genres and other languages where appropriate
● Explore and use the typical text structure and language features associated with a

variety of genres
● Develop an individual voice to share their thoughts, knowledge and experiences
● Use the writing process when creating texts collaboratively or independently
● Share the meaning of their own texts and demonstrate understanding through

responding to the texts of others
● Write upper- and lower-case letters and present texts in a range of formats

1st & 2nd Classes
Through appropriately engaging learning experiences, children should be able to:

● Take part in and enjoy writing, across languages where appropriate, to communicate
with others

● Recognise themselves as writers, take part in and enjoy writing, across languages,
where appropriate, to communicate with others

● Choose appropriate tools, content and topics for their own writing and select texts for
sharing with others

● Use more sophisticated conventions of print and sentence structure, and a range of
verb tenses and connectives in their writing

● Use knowledge of letter-sounds correspondences and common spelling patterns to
accurately spell words

● Spell a wide range of high frequency words accurately and begin to use reference
materials to check and correct spelling

● Use a more sophisticated range of vocabulary from many sources and explore the
aesthetic, creative and imaginative dimensions of language in their writing

● Draw and write with a sense of purpose and audience while creating texts in a range
of genres and other languages where appropriate
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● Explore and use the typical text structure and language features associated with a
variety of genres

● Develop an individual voice to share their thoughts, knowledge and experiences
● Use the writing process when creating texts collaboratively or independently
● Elaborate on the meaning of their own writing and discuss the texts of others

showing an emerging recognition of the author’s intent
● Write legibly and fluently in a chosen script and present texts in a range of formats

3rd & 4th Classes

Through appropriately engaging learning experiences, children should be able to:
● Engage positively and purposefully while creating text in a variety of genres, other

languages where appropriate and across the curriculum
● Use writing as a tool to clarify and structure thought and express individuality
● Evaluate and critically choose appropriate tools, strategies, content and topics to

create text in a range of genres across the curriculum for a variety of purposes and
audiences

● Use increasingly nuanced print conventions in their independent writing
● Use a variety of simple, compound and complex sentence structures, varying sentence

length to suit the audience, style and tone of their writing
● Analyse how letter-sound correspondences, common spelling patterns and meaningful

word parts and roots impact on spelling, using this knowledge to correctly spell words
in their writing

● Use appropriate reference materials to independently check and correct spelling
● Examine, select and justify appropriate vocabulary to create text across a range of

genres and other languages where appropriate for a variety of purposes and audiences
● Create text for a wide variety of authentic purposes, demonstrating an increasing

understanding of the influence of the audience on their work
● Use, analyse and evaluate the typical text structure and language features associated

with a wide variety of genres across the curriculum
● Use a variety of writing techniques to further develop and demonstrate an individual

voice in their writing, including an awareness of dialect
● Identify and evaluate skills and strategies associated with writing as a process and use

them to create texts independently and/or collaboratively across a range of genres, in
other languages where appropriate and across the curriculum for a variety of purposes
and audiences

● Use appropriate language to evaluate and discuss revisions and edits to texts created
in a range of genres for a variety of purposes and audiences

● Examine and critically reflect on their own intent and influences as authors
● Discuss and evaluate others’ interpretations of their texts
● Write legibly and fluently in a chosen script using a personal style and present texts in

a range of formats

5th & 6th Class

Through appropriately engaging learning experiences, children should be able to:
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● Engage positively and purposefully while creating text in a variety of genres, other
languages where appropriate and across the curriculum

● Use writing as a tool to clarify and structure thought and express individuality
● Evaluate and critically choose appropriate tools, strategies, content and topics to

create text in a range of genres across the curriculum for a variety of purposes and
audiences

● Use increasingly nuanced print conventions in their independent writing
● Use a variety of simple, compound and complex sentence structures, varying sentence

length to suit the audience, style and tone of their writing
● Analyse how letter-sound correspondences, common spelling patterns and meaningful

word parts and roots impact on spelling, using this knowledge to correctly spell words
in their writing

● Use appropriate reference materials to independently check and correct spelling
● Examine, select and justify appropriate vocabulary to create text of increasing

complexity across a range of genres and other languages where appropriate for a
variety of purposes and audiences

● Evaluate the aesthetic, creative, figurative and imaginative dimensions of language in
their writing

● Evaluate how vocabulary is used in various contexts in their writing
● Create text for a wide variety of authentic purposes, demonstrating an increasing

understanding of the influence of the audience on their work
● Use, analyse and evaluate the typical text structure and language features associated

with a wide variety of genres across the curriculum
● Use a variety of writing techniques to further develop and demonstrate an individual

voice in their writing, including an awareness of dialect
● Identify and evaluate skills and strategies associated with writing as a process and use

them to create texts independently and/or collaboratively across a range of genres, in
other languages where appropriate and across the curriculum for a variety of purposes
and audiences

● Use appropriate language to evaluate and discuss revisions and edits to texts created
in a range of genres for a variety of purposes and audiences

● Examine and critically reflect on their own intent and influences as authors
● Discuss and evaluate others’ interpretations of their texts
● Select, justify and recommend appropriate writing and presentation styles to create

and present texts in a range of formats

Assessment of Writing - Infant to 6th Classes

Overall Objective: 

Pupils should develop the ability to construct and convey meaning in written language,
appropriate to context, purpose, reader or audience. The pupils should be taught to use:

a. Compositional Skills: Developing ideas and communicating meaning to a reader,
using a wide-ranging vocabulary and an effective style, organising and structuring
sentences grammatically and whole texts coherently.

b. Presentational Skills: Accurate punctuation, correct spelling and legible handwriting.
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c. A Widening Variety of Forms for Different Purposes: The forms should include
diaries, stories, letters, observational records, instructions, lists, captions, notices,
poems and messages.

Content Objectives:

In order to assess competence in written language, it is necessary in the first instance to
outline content objectives which are arranged in ascending order. The objectives at Level 1
relate specifically to pupils in the Infant Classes, but there will be some pupils who cannot
attain these objectives, and others who can attain far more. In this sense, the objectives may
be looked upon as a series of targets which it is hoped that pupils will attain as they progress
through the primary school, but it is accepted that by the end of their primary school careers,
there will be some pupils who may not have attained the targets at Level Three.

Writing Level 1: [Infants]

1.Pupils should be able to use pictures, phrases, symbols or simple sentences to
communicate meaning. 
Example: Retell part of a story in pictures and captions.

2.Write, under the guidance of the teacher, phrases or simple sentences to
communicate meaning.
Example: Trace, write under and eventually copy teacher’s writing which records
pupils' oral language. 

3.Show some control over the size, shape and orientation of letters or lines of writing. 
Example: Follow guidance relating to size, shape and direction of individual letters.

Writing Level 2: [First/Second Class]

1.Pupils should be able to produce simple stories and other forms of writing.
Examples: Write lists, captions, notices and labels.

Write a story involving their pet.
Write a letter to Santa Claus.
Write about a visit to a farm

2.Write a text which shows the beginning of a sense of structure, through planning and
shaping.
Example: Ex: Write a time-related story.

3.Show in the context of their writing that they can compose in complete sentences,
space words and demarcate sentences with capital letters and full stops.

4.Spell a range of familiar words so that they are recognisable and correct or mostly
correct.

Example: Ex: Look, Granny, dinner, sweet, school.

Writing Level 3:
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1.Pupils should be able to compose independently, writing in complete sentences,
mainly demarcated with capital letters and full stops or question marks.

2.Use a range of sentence conjunctions other than "and" and "then".
Example: because, but, after, when, so.

3Spell correctly words familiar or important to them and words which observe
common patterns. Example: friend, yesterday, after, because, teacher, supermarket.

4.Show the beginning of an ability to use a well-formed connected style of
handwriting.

5.Show a sense of structure which is appropriate to the form of writing.
Example: Compose a story based on their own experience.

6.Demonstrate a growing awareness of the purposes of punctuation.

Writing Level 4:

1.Pupils should be able to write independently in a wider range of forms which vary
according to purpose, topic and readership.

Examples: Write a news report about a local event.
Write a letter to a newspaper about some issue.
Write an alternative ending to a story.

2.Spell accurately most words which they use regularly in their writing and show a
widening active vocabulary, spelling accurately or mostly accurately, words
unfamiliar to them which conform to the main patterns of English spelling.

3.Generally, use correct sentence punctuation.

4.4. Present subject matter in a structured form.

Example: Ex: Beginning, middle and end.

Writing Level Five:

1.Pupils should be able to produce independently writing of various forms for a range
of personal purposes.

Examples: Write an account of a sporting event.
Express an emotion in prose or poetry.

2.Show an awareness of contexts.

Example: Write short accounts of an event from 2 different points of view.

3.Demonstrate a more assured use of the conventions of punctuation, the use of the
comma, the apostrophe and the setting out and punctuation of direct speech.
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4.Spell correctly words which make increasing demands on their active vocabulary.

5.Organise and structure appropriately what is written.

Example: Use paragraphs when writing stories.
Make use of titles or headlines.

6.Revise final drafts for faulty expression, inappropriate style, flawed organisation,
misspelling.

Writing Level Six:

1.Pupils should be able to write independently in appropriate forms and styles.
Examples: Express, in writing, an opinion about school rules.

Express personal reactions to an issue in poetry or prose.

2.Use structures and layout which take account of purpose and readership; in this
context, demonstrate competence in choosing and using a language style appropriate
to the task, in organising subject matter clearly and appropriately and in using
language strategies to engage the reader.

3.Show independence and competence in handling the preparation and revision of
written work

4.Show a clear understanding that writing carries with it a different set of demands and
constraints from those of spoken language.

Example: Write a brief guide to school routines and contrast them with an oral
presentation on the same subject.

5.Use punctuation and syntax so that the meaning of pieces of work is clear to the
reader.

Example: Use speech marks, commas and brackets with reasonable accuracy.

Handwriting

Our handwriting conventions will apply across all writing not solely in handwriting copies
and schemes/workbooks.

Key elements in the development of handwriting skills in the school

● The agreed handwriting styles used throughout the school is the cursive style
● Its development is supported by the Go With the Flow scheme
● Pre-Writing activities that take place include: pattern work, marla, threading, cutting,

tearing, pegging, colouring, painting, nuts and bolts, hand puppets, chopsticks,
tweezers etc.
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● The approach to the introduction of new letters is at the teacher’s discretion but will
include a wide variety of approaches to ensure the children learn through a
multi-sensory approach

● Certain children may be permitted to print at the discretion of the teacher
● Junior and Senior Infants use junior-grip triangular pencils
● Specific pencils are not obligatory from 1st to 6th. Erasers are allowed.
● The style and layout of copies to teach penmanship is at the teacher’s discretion. This

also includes decisions on red biros, ruling, corrections, writing date on work etc.
● Provisions are made for left-handed children by encouraging them to slant page,

seating arrangements
● It is important to inform parents of the correct letter formation in use in the school and

it is the teacher’s discretion when he/she wishes to do this e.g., Parent/teacher
meeting, letter home etc.

See appendix 9 to see Handwriting scheme

Spellings

Planning for spelling focuses on the child’s acquisition of spelling skills and their progress
with spelling. Teachers are aware of current thinking and research regarding the teaching and
learning of spellings.

The school’s phonics programmes will help children learn spelling. However, teachers are
aware that phonics alone cannot be used to teach spelling and a consistent multi-dimensional
approach is used in order to ensure that children do not become over reliant on phonics when
spelling.

Spelling Content
A variety of resources will provide sources for spellings:

● Spellings arising from children’s own spelling needs
● Mistakes arising from their own writing.
● Spelling patterns arising from phonics scheme
● Thematic spellings pertaining to seasons/events/topics e.g. Christmas, Volcanoes,

Olympics…

Methodologies
The teaching of phonics leads naturally to the teaching of simple spellings.

From their earliest pieces of written work, children are encouraged to spell as they write.  The
teacher will model ‘thinking aloud’ while spelling on the whiteboard and ask for ‘help’ with
spellings which follow basic phonic rules.

As children write, approximate spellings will be praised and gently corrected, and children
will be encouraged to apply their knowledge of phonics when attempting to spell.
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Assessment of Spelling
Teachers in the school use a variety of approaches.  Teachers teach spelling and assess
regularly.

● Daily written practice where practicable.
● Dictation exercises
● Pupils writing sentences to put the spellings into context themselves.
● Formal Assessment by means of a written test.
● Drumcondra Standardised Spelling Tests administered annually at teacher’s discretion

When spellings are corrected teachers may give credit for attempted spelling e.g. by
highlighting or ticking correct letters used in words.
Teachers use their professional judgement when correcting spellings, depending on the
child’s difficulties and ability.

Marking Scheme
The purpose of marking is to enable pupils to improve their work. It is not intended as a
means of undermining pupils’ self-esteem, and the emphasis therefore will be on
acknowledging the merit in a piece of work, and then suggesting ways to improve it.

Especially in the junior classes, marking will be simple, positive and child-friendly. Use will
be made of stickers, smiley faces and stars.
Marking should provide pupils and parents with clear and relevant feedback, suggestions for
improvement and goals to be achieved.

There is no necessity to mark every spelling mistake in a piece of work, and it should be
emphasised that mistakes are pointed out to enable children to improve their spelling.

Ideally, the correction of spellings should be done in the presence of the child.
Children’s attitudes to spelling change when the positive aspects of their attempts to spell a
word are pointed out, e.g., point out the letters which are right in a word.

If a common error is discovered, class discussion might take place on families of words or
words associated with a particular topic.
An able child will have most, if not all, mistakes pointed out.
In the case of a child with spelling difficulties, only key words will be corrected.

In the early stages of writing, the pupils need time to read their own pieces of work to the
teacher, to notice and to question how words are spelled and to extend the range of words
they can spell themselves, e.g., commonly used words and words that are important to them.

2. Assessment and record keeping

• Teachers ensure that a broad range of assessment tools is being used including:

o Teacher observation

o Teacher designed tasks/tests

o Portfolios of children’s work
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o Checklists/profiles

o Standardised tests – MIST, Drumcondra Early Literacy, Micra-T/Drumcondra Reading
(for 1st to 6th Class pupils each year in May/June), verbal and non-verbal reasoning
test at the end of 2nd and 4th class.

o Diagnostic tests – listed in Special Education Policy

• Standardised tests are used in accordance with instructions given with the test.

• Teachers assess on a continuous basis through observation; weekly (for spelling etc); at the
end of each term; and the standardised tests as above.

• What use is made of the results of assessments

o Assessments are used to inform class teaching e.g., we look at scores from Micra
Ts/Drumcondra and adjust our methodologies accordingly.

o To select children for support learning/early intervention.
o Teachers discuss children on an ongoing basis and share information with each

other, with parents, through parent-teacher meetings (formal and informal). These
results are also shared with other professionals such as psychologists, speech and
language therapists as necessary

• Full scores of standardised tests are filed by the SET in appropriate secure files

• Teachers records are kept in their classroom for the year and results of written tests are
stored in class files from year to year

• Each teacher has access to the records of their own class. Principal has access to all records

SETs have access to relevant records. Records are kept in secure files and are shared with
parents during meetings

3. Children with additional needs

For the most part children enrolling in Ballydesmond National School display adequate skills
in oral language.  Where deficits occur, these will be brought to the attention of parents, and
appropriate measures taken.  Children who have idiosyncrasies of speech will be corrected
discreetly.  If children present with a speech difficulty, parents are encouraged to seek referral
to a speech therapist.

Children with learning disabilities have SSPs made out by class teacher, SET, parent,
principal and/or other professionals e.g., psychologists, OT, Speech & Language therapists,
Physiotherapists etc.

Teachers support and ensure the participation of these children in language activities by
differentiating the curriculum and all children are included in the lessons
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The specific role and responsibilities of the special needs assistant as outlined by the
Department of Education and their specific responses to the needs of individual children are
governed by Principal and Class Teacher.

Children with exceptional ability

• The school supports children of exceptional ability through

● Differentiated programme within the classroom and/or homework

● Use of ICT

● Independent research projects

● SET support where possible

● Working with parents – guiding them towards developing the special talents a gifted
child may have

4. Equality of participation and access

• All children have access to services, facilities and amenities in the school environment

• Provision is made for the following

o Children experiencing any form of disadvantage

o Children with disabilities

o Families with literacy problems

o Families for whom English is not the first language.

• Through providing supplementary teaching for pupils who qualify as laid out in the
Guidelines for primary schools supporting pupils with special educational needs in
mainstream schools (2017) issued by the Department of Education and Skills

5. Timetable

• Time is allocated at each level for English in accordance with Department Guidelines.

• Discrete time is timetabled for elements of the language programme at the discretion of
individual teachers

• The process of language learning is naturally developed through integrated activities and
thematic/cross curricular approach

6. Homework
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• English homework reflects the active-learning approach as described in the curriculum and
is assigned in accordance with our homework policy.

• The homework is tailored to the needs and abilities of the class and special consideration is
given to some pupils

• There is co-ordination between the class teacher and the Special Education teacher in
setting homework assignments to avoid overlapping of homework. This co-ordination varies
depending on the abilities and needs of the child.

7. Library

• Class libraries are used in our school. Each class teacher is responsible for his/her own class
library.

• There is a wide range of books available from the class libraries and shared-reading
activities including a variety of fiction, non-fiction and poetry to cater for the range of
abilities at all levels

o Junior classes – big books, books with graded levels of difficulty, books covering a wide
range of interests, audio books, books based on favourite television programmes, poetry
books, supplementary readers, books with ICT software

o Senior classes – books covering a wide interest level, fiction, factual, reference, poetry,
puzzle books, books suitable for different reading ages, books written by children

• Organisation of the library

o Each class teacher organises their own class library with the help of the children

o Stock of books updated when financially possible. They are monitored by the class
teachers

o Book fairs are also done on regular basis and proceeds from this along with school
funds are used to purchase new books

o Children change their books regularly and this is monitored by each class teacher

o Children are encouraged to do book reviews/make presentations

8. ICT

• If a pupil requires assistive technology e.g. computer software/hardware this can be
identified by the class teacher/Special Education teacher in the child’s SSP.

• ICT is used to help children present their work
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• ICT can be used to develop writing in differing genres, e.g. project-work, displays, poetry,
make a book, newsletters etc.

• Children research famous authors, poets, scientists, others, using the Internet

• Teachers sometimes encourage interaction and dialogue during use of computers

9. Individual teachers’ planning and reporting

• The school’s literacy plan and the curriculum documents for Primary Language provide
information and guidance to individual teachers for their long and short-term planning

• The Cuntas Míosúil serves as a statement of the learning outcomes, activities and content
covered.

10. Parental involvement

• Parents are encouraged to involve children in purposeful language activity, through chatting
with children and to extend conversations through further questioning and prompting. Parents
are also made aware of the importance of discussing pictures in readers.

• Parents can support their child’s reading through shared reading, visiting local libraries,
reading stories, reading environmental print, visiting book fairs, buying books as presents etc

• Parents can assist in the development of their child’s writing in the early years through
pre-writing activities such as colouring, marla, cutting, threading etc, through practising letter
formation at home and encouraging the children to scribble, draw and write frequently.
Parents can assist further up the school by encouraging neat presentation of their children’s
work and through showing an interest in, listening to and praising written efforts.

• Parents can be involved in using ICT to support language learning through using software
which achieves this.

• Information can be shared with parents through presentations at induction meetings for new
pupils, discussion at parent teacher meetings or informal meetings during the year

11. Success criteria

The following criteria will indicate success.

• We will know that the plan has been implemented if:

o Teachers’ preparation is based on this plan

o Procedures outlined in this plan are consistently followed
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• The indicators of the plan achieving its aims are:

o Feedback from teachers/parents/pupils/community

o Pupil attainment

o Inspectors’ suggestions/report

• The plan will have enhanced pupil learning if:

o Children have a positive attitude and appreciation of the value of language-spoken, read
and written

o Children have an interest in expression and communication

o Children have an ability to engage appropriately in listener-speaker relationships

o Children have confidence and competence in listening, speaking, reading and writing

o Children are engaging with a variety of genre in reading and writing

o A process approach is evident in writing

o Comprehension and higher order thinking skills are developed through oral language,
reading and writing

o Children’s emotional, imaginative and aesthetic development is enhanced through oral,
reading and writing experiences.

13.  Implementation

(a) Roles and Responsibilities
The plan will be implemented by the teaching staff and is supported by the board of
management of Ballydesmond National School
(b) Timeframe
This plan will be implemented in September 2021
Review
It will be necessary to review this plan on a regular basis to ensure optimum implementation
of the English curriculum in the school.
(a) Roles and Responsibilities
Those involved in the review include:
o Teachers
o Parents’ Council
o Board of Management
The responsibility for co-ordinating the review lies with the principal.

Signed:  ________________________________      Signed: _____________________
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Chairperson of Board of Management Principal

Date: ________________________ Date: _______________________
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